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ABSTRACT
An Exechon robot with offsets between the axes of the joints

that connect the legs to the fixed platform is analyzed for the
first time. Ideally these axes intersect constituting two universal
and one spherical joint. The insertion of imperfections in these
universal and spherical joints leads to more complex forward
and inverse kinematics which are solved in this paper. It is proved
that the equations used for the kinematics of the ideal Exechon
robot are no longer applicable when these offsets are added.The
constraint system is also obtained and it is found to be different
to the one of the ideal case. Finally, the combination of offsets
that lead to the largest deviation in the position of the parallel
platform is determined.

NOMENCLATURE
ai, j , αi, j DH parameters of link length and twist angle, respec-

tively, between axesi and j.
di , θi DH parameters of axial displacement and joint angle, re-

spectively, for jointi.
d(P,Q) Euclidean distance between pointsP andQ.
Si Instantaneous screw axis associated to kinematic pairi.
T

n n-dimensional torus.

∗Address all correspondence to this author.

Rot(û,θ) Rotation matrix representing a rotation ofθ ∈ T ra-
dians about an axis that contains the origin and is
parallel toû ∈ R

3.
exp(aS) Exponential mapping that generates a finite displace-

ment of magnitudea, about/along axisS.
im Image of a map.
Adj(ψ) Adjoint representation ofψ ∈ SE(3).
ArP Position vector of pointP with respect to the origin of the

coordinate system A.
A
BR Rotation matrix that gives the orientation of frame B with

respect to frame A.
πû(v) Projection of vectorv onto a plane that is perpendicular

to û and contains the origin.

INTRODUCTION
Since the Stewart platform was developed in the sixties

[1,2], applications for parallel kinematic machines (PKM)of par-
allel robots [3,4] have been expanding in industry. Nevertheless,
the use of PKMs in manufacturing is relatively recent. It wasun-
til 1996 that Boing incorporated the Tricept technology [5,6] in
their production lines. Since then, the use of PKMs in manufac-
turing became a topic of interest of many researchers.

The big advantage of the Tricept robot is its topology, which
is hybrid, this means that the robot consists of a parallel module
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with a serial module attached to the moving platform of the par-
allel one. This combination of characteristics allows to get the
benefits from both worlds: a hybrid robot has the high stiffness
which can be obtained from any parallel robot, but at the same
time, the hybrid robot overcomes the important drawback of a
parallel robot which is workspace limitations.

However, the topology of the Tricept robot has an important
problem: it has many passive joints, leading to control problems
and costly manufacturing. The Tricept has a completely unactu-
ated leg which is in addition prone to high torsion and tension
stresses. To overcome this, the same team which developed the
Tricept and which is led by Neumann, designed in 2004 a new
hybrid robot with a reduced number of passive joints but with
all the advantages brought by the Tricept. The result is the Exe-
chon robot [7, 8] (see figure 1) which again a 5-DOF robot with
a serial module attached to the moving platform of a fully par-
allel mechanism. The Exechon has been already used in several
applications, particularly, the Exechon is been used in aircraft
manufacturing [9].

FIGURE 1. Exechon Xmini in operation in Queen’s University
Belfast.

In addition to the applications of the Exechon robot, its
striking topology has called the attention of many researchers
who have worked in studying its kinematics [10, 11, 12], stiff-
ness [13, 14, 15, 16], constraint space and singularities [17, 18],
dimensional synthesis [11], equivalent PKMs [19].

In the material provided by the developer of the Exechon,
the diagram introducing the dimensions of the Exechon robot
presents a more general topology [7]. The diagram is shown
in figure 2, it can be seen that the revolute joints that connect
the legs to the fixed platform are not intersecting as in the ideal
model, where the nominal lengths of the common perpendiculars
between these axes is zero.

The error propagation in the structure of the Exechon robot
is currently being studied in a research carried out in conjunction
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FIGURE 2. Diagram of a more general Exechon robot, taken from
[7].

between King’s College London and Queen’s University Belfast.
The study is made using the Exechon XMini, which is the model
shown in figure 1. As part of this research this paper aims to
kinematically analyze for the first time the Exechon robot con-
sidering the geometric imperfection [20] of the joint axes con-
necting the legs to the fixed platform. The equations appliedto
solve both the inverse and the forward kinematics of the ideal Ex-
echon robot will no longer apply when considering these offsets.
The study only considers the five offsets of the ideally intersect-
ing axes in the base of the robot, but considers that the jointaxes
in the spherical wrist of the serial module are perfect, i.e., they
intersect. The analysis considering offsets in the wrist will be
carried out in future research.

The study will reveal the forward and inverse kinematics
of the robot, its system of constraints which will also turn out
to be different to that of the ideal Exechon robot and finally it
will shortly study the effects of these offsets in the position of
the moving platform, revealing also which combination of errors
produces the largest deviation in position.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 describes the
geometry of the ideal Exechon robot, this one is then compared
in section 2 to the geometry of the Exechon robot with offsets
to be studied in the paper, in section 3 the inverse kinematics of
the Exechon robot with offsets is solved, followed by its forward
kinematics in section 4 and the computation of its constraint sys-
tem 5. The results of the forward kinematics problem are usedin
section 6 in order to determine the deviation of the positionof the
parallel platform of the robot due to the introduction of offsets.
Finally, some conclusions are drawn in section 7.
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1 GEOMETRY OF THE IDEAL EXECHON ROBOT
Figure 3 shows a representation of the ideal Exechon hybrid

robot. The hybrid robot is conformed by a 3-DOF parallel mod-
ule and a 3-DOF serial module. The parallel module consists of
a moving platform and a fixed platform connected by three legs.
Legs 1 and 3 are UPR serial chains, while leg 2 is an SPR kine-
matic chain. In the ideal model joint axesSl1 andSl2 intersect in
pointAl , l = 1,3 andS21, S22 andS23 intersect inA2. In addition,
Sl3⊥Sl2, l = 1,3, S24⊥S22 andS24||S23.

Refer to figure 4, pointsA1, A2 andA3 constitute the vertices
of an isosceles triangle with base 2dA1 := d(A1,A3) and height
dA2 := d(A2,S11). PointsB1, B2 andB3 also form an isosceles tri-
angle with base 2dB1 := d(B1,B3) and heightdB2 := d(B2,B1B2).
PointsA1, A3, B1 andB3 are coplanar, we call the plane that these
point lie onΠ , while planeΛ is the one containingB1, B2 and
B3. The joint variables of the actuated joints of each leg are mea-
sured as follows:ql3 := d(Al ,Bl ), l = 1,3, andq24 := d(A2,B2).

FIGURE 3. The ideal Exechon hybrid robot

The serial module is mounted on the moving platform. This
module is a serial 3R chain with its three axesSS1, SS2 andSS3

intersecting at pointS. Revolute joint with axisSS3 represents
the rotation of the tool, the tip of the tool is the pointT. PointS
is located a distancehz := d(S,Λ) from planeΛ and a distance

hx := d(S,Π) from planeΠ . Axis SS1 is perpendicular toΛ and
the three axes constituting the serial module are perpendicular to
each other. The distance betweenT andS is dT := d(T,S).

FIGURE 4. Structural dimensions of the ideal Exechon hybrid robot
and planesΠ andΛ

2 THE EXECHON ROBOT WITH OFFSET ERROR IN
THE BASE REVOLUTE JOINTS

2.1 Geometry of the inserted offsets
Figure 5 shows an Exechon hybrid robot in which offsets

were introduced between the axes of the revolute joints connect-
ing the fixed platform. The condition of having axes intersecting
at pointsAi , i = 1,2,3, no longer holds. In the model shown in
figure 5, former pointsAi , i = 1,2,3, have been renamed asAia,
i = 1,2,3. ErrorE4 is the length of the common perpendicular
between now skew axesS11 andS12, this common perpendicu-
lar intersectsS11 at A1a andS12 at A1b. Similarly, the common
perpendicular betweenS31 andS32 intersects these axes atA3a

and A3b, respectively, and has a length ofE5. The joint vari-
able of the actuated prismatic joint in legsi = 1,3 is defined as
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qi3 := d(Aia,Bi). In summery, ifEl1 := E4 andEl3 := E5, the DH
parameters for legsi = 1,3 are given by:

ai1,i2 = Eli , αi1,i2 =
π
2 , di1 = 0, θi1 = qi1,

ai2,i3 = 0, αi2,i3 =
π
2 , di2 = 0, θi2 = qi2,

ai3,i4 = 0, αi3,i4 =−π
2 , d23 = qi3, θi3 = 0,

d25 = 0, θ25 = qi4.

E4 andE5 are considered in the kinematic analysis carried
out in [12], however the rest of joints are considered ideal.It is
seen in [12], that the introduction ofE4 andE5 does not really
affect the analysis which is basically the same as that for the
wholly ideal Exechon.

FIGURE 5. Exechon robot with offset errors in the base R joints

E1 andE3 are the lengths of the common perpendiculars be-
tween adjacent axesS21 andS22, andS22 andS23, respectively,
and the distance between these two common perpendiculars is
E2. The common perpendicular betweenS21 andS22 intersects
S21 atA2a.

For leg 2, the common perpendicular between adjacent axes
S21 andS22 has a length ofE1 and intersectsS21 at A2a. Simi-
larly, the common perpendicular between adjacent axesS22 and
S23 has a length ofE3 and intersectsS23 at A2b. The distance

between these two common perpendiculars isE2. Joint variable
of the actuated prismatic joint is defined asq24 := d(A2b,B2). In
summary, the DH parameters of leg 2 in the distal convention
are:

a21,22 = E1, α21,22 =−π
2 , d21 = 0, θ21 = q21,

a22,23 = E3, α22,23 =
π
2 , d22 = E2, θ22 = q22,

a23,24 = 0, α23,24 = 0, d23 = 0, θ23 = q23,
a24,25 = 0, α24,25 =

π
2 , d24 = q24, θ24 =−π

2 ,
d25 = 0, θ25 = q25.

PlaneΛ is defined the same as for the ideal Exechon robot,
whilst planeΠ is now defined as the plane containing points
A1b, A3b, B1 andB3. Three coordinate systems that will be use-
ful throughout the analysis are defined as shown in figure 5:
Coordinate system O, is fixed to the fixed platform with ori-
gin at point O, the middle point of segmentA1aA3a, so that
d(O,A3a) = d(O,A1a) = dA1 andd(O,A2a) = dA2, axesxO and
yO are parallel toA1aA3a and OA2a, respectively. Frame E is
fixed to the moving platform, its origin, pointE, is the middle
point of segmentB1B3 so thatd(E,B3) = d(E,B1) = dB1 and
d(E,B2) = dB2, axesxE and yE are parallel toB1A3 and EB2,
respectively. Finally, a frame S is fixed to the end-effectortool,
with origin at S, the center of the spherical wrist of the serial
module, axiszS is coincident withSS3, so thatSrT/S= (0,0,dT).

2.2 Mobility of the parallel module of the Exechon
robot with offsets

The mobility of the modified Exechon robot is the same as
that of the ideal Exechon robot. A very simple way to prove this
mobility is described. Considering legsi = 1,3 and locking joints
i1, the result is a planar mechanism, sinceSi2, Si3 andSi4 con-
stitute a generator of the group of general planar displacements
G(ûΠ ), whereûΠ is the normal vector toΠ , the moving platform
undergoes general planar motions in this situation. Therefore,
both legs can be replaced by any kinematic chain that can gen-
erateG(ûΠ ) connected to the fixed platform by means of an R
joint with axisS11. In figure 6a, legs 1 and 3 have been replaced
by a single 4R leg, with axesS11, SG1, SG2 andSG3, whereSG j,
j = 1. . .3 are a generator ofG(ûΠ ). Since the only conditions
for these three axes is them being non-coincident to each other
and being parallel tôuΠ , we can chooseSG3 to intersectB2.

It can be seen that in leg 2S23||S24 and since these two joints
are adjacent, they represent a generator of the group of cylindri-
cal displacementsC(rB2/A2b

/|rB2/A2b
|,B2), and as such, permuta-

tion of these joints is allowed. In figure 6a joints 23 and 24 have
been permuted.

The moving platform of the equivalent mechanism shown
in figure 6a undergoes exactly the same motion pattern than the
moving platform of the Exechon robot with offsets in figure 5.
It can be seen that in such a mechanism axesSG3, S23 andS25
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FIGURE 6. Equivalent mechanisms obtained by reducing the parallel
module of the Exechon robot with offsets inserted.

intersect atB2, and since they are the axes of three adjacent R
joints, they generate the group of spherical motionsS(B2), as
such, they can be replaced an S joint with center atB2. Figure
6b shows the equivalent mechanism with the S joint included.

For the equivalent mechanism shown in figure 6b, note that
if joints 21, 22 and 24 are disconnected, pointB2 can move to
any point in the three dimensional space as it can reach any point
in Π , by means of jointsG1 andG2, but thenΠ can be rotated
aboutS11, allowing B2 to visit any point in space. In a similar
manner, now disconnect joints 11,G1 andG2, pointB2 can reach
any point in the plane perpendicular toS22 by means of joints 22
and 24, however, this plane can also rotate aboutS21, allowing
B2 to visit any point in space. It can be seen that when all joints
are connected pointB2 still can reach any point in space, having
3 DOFs and since there are no passive degrees of freedom when
positioningB2 in space, the whole mechanism, has 3 DOFs. This
mechanism is in fact non-overconstrained [21]. Since this is an
equivalent mechanism, the Exechon robot has the same mobil-
ity. In addition, observe that this analysis is not compromised
by removing of the errors, therefore, these steps also provethe
mobility of the ideal Exechon mechanism.

3 INVERSE KINEMATICS OF THE EXECHON ROBOT
WITH OFFSETS IN THE BASE REVOLUTE JOINTS
The following information is known in the inverse kinematic

problem (IKP):OrT , the position of the tip of the tool, pointT,
with respect to the fixed coordinate system, andO

SR, the orienta-
tion of coordinate system S attached to the tool with respectto
the fixed coordinate system. The purpose of the IKP is to de-
termine the screw coordinates of all joint axes in the robot with
respect to the fixed coordinate system:OS1i , OS3i , OS2 j andOSSk,
i = 1, . . . ,4, j = 1, . . . ,5, k= 1,2,3.

In the Exechon robot the parallel module is used to control
position, while the serial module allows control of the orienta-

tion of the tool. Clearly, the motion of the moving platform of
the 3-DOF parallel module is not pure translation, the parasitic
rotation obtained after positioning the tool is compensated by the
serial module, which allows to obtain the desired orientation of
the tool. The IKP can, thus, be split in determining the jointaxes
of the parallel module for a desired position and then using these
results to calculate the screw coordinates of the joint axesof the
serial module for the desired orientation.

In the case of the analysis of the parallel module it is conve-
nient to have as input the position of a point that is fixed to the
moving platform. Note that known pointT has relative motion
with respect to the moving platform. However, from the input
information of the IKP it is possible to determine the position
of point S, which is fixed with respect to the moving platform:
OrS=

OrT +O
SR(0,0,−dT). Hence, we have the following input

and output information for the analysis of each module:

Parallel module. Input: OrS := (Sx,Sy,Sz). Output: OS1i ,
OS3i , OS2 j , O

ER.
Serial module. Input: O

ER, O
T R. Output:OSSk

3.1 Analysis of the parallel module for the IKP.
To start this analysis we first attempt to follow the steps pre-

sented in [10, 12] for the IKP of the parallel module of the ideal
Exechon robot and it will be seen that there is an equation that no
longer is fulfilled in the Exechon robot with offsets in the joint
variables.

The idea is to fully determine frame E with respect to O,
i.e. computingOîE, OĵE, Ok̂E andOrE. If this frame is known
then pointsB1, B2 andB3 are known and computing the screw
coordinates of the joint axes becomes straightforward (at least
for the ideal parallel module).

Refer to figure 7a,OĵE can be find by computation ofα :=
ûΠ · ĵO, the angle between planesΠ andxOzO. The angle is still
computable from the input information and the geometry in fig-
ure 7a. It is easy to obtain:

α = arctan





Szhy−Sy

√

S2
y +S2

z −h2
y

Syhy+Sz

√

S2
y +S2

z −h2
y





thenOĵE = Rot(α,OîO)(0,1,0). We now introduce a new point,
C (see figure 7a), which is given byOrC := OrS+(dB2−hy)

OĵE.
It can be seen thatC is fully defined with the information known
so far. A new coordinate system, C, is defined with origin atC
and orientation given byOER := Rot(α,OîO), so thatĵC||ĵE and
îC||îO. Frame C is also known.

In order to findOîE, the way to proceed in the case of the
ideal Exechon robot is to use the following condition, see figure
3: OîE⊥OrS/A2

. Since pointA2 is fixed to the groundOrS/A2
is

known and adding the conditionîE⊥ĵE, OîE can be obtained.
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k

k

FIGURE 7. Definition of coordinate system C and variables a)α and
b) θ .

Unfortunately, the first condition does not hold for the Ex-
echon with offsets in the base joints. It can be seen in figure
7 that OîE 6⊥ OrS/A2a

. Instead, our version of the condition is
OîE ⊥ OrS/A2b

. However, unlikeA2a =A2, A2b is unknown as it is
not fixed to the ground. As a result of this, the analysis becomes
much more complicated.

PointA2b which in the ideal Exechon robot is fixed and coin-
cident withA2a is now moving in a toroidS [22,23,24] as shown
in figure 8. The common perpendicular between axesS21 andS22

intersects the later at pointA2c. This point draws a circleC1 ly-
ing on planeyOzO with radiusE1. The common perpendicular
between axesS22 andS23 intersectsS22 at A2d. PointA2b draws
a circleC2 of radiusE3, with center atA2d and normal parallel to
S22. when actuating joint 21C2(q21) is swept alongC1 generat-
ing a toroid. The axial displacementE2 gives a banana shape to
the cross section of the toroid, see [22].

PointA2b can be located by means of any parametrization of
S , here the following is used:

Oσ(q21,q22) := OrA2a +Rot
(π

2
,OĵO

)

Rot
(

q21,
Ok̂O

)(

E1
OîO

−E2
OĵO+E3Rot

(

q22,−
OĵO
)OîO

)

= (E3sinq22, dA2+(E1+E3cosq22)sinq21

−E2cosq21,−(E1+E3cosq22)cosq21

−E2sinq21) (1)

so that Or̂A2b = Oσ(q21,q22) and S = im(σ(T2)). This
parametrization uses the joint variables(q21,q22) as parameters,

FIGURE 8. PointA2b lying on a toroid.

q21 being measured fromzO axis to the common perpendicular
of lengthE1, aboutS21 andq22 measured from the common per-
pendicular of lengthE1 to the common perpendicular of length
E3 about−S22.

SinceA2dA2b ⊥ S23, it follows thatS23(q22,q23) is tangent
to C2(q22), therefore, the following condition holds:

S23(q21,q22)||
∂σ

∂q22

∣

∣

∣

∣

(q21,q22)

(2)

With the information in hand so far we also know thatB2 lies
somewhere in a circleC of radiushz, center atC and contained
in the xCzC plane (see figure 7b). We define the angleθ as the
angle fromzC to zE measured aboutyC (or yE). With this angle,
C is drawn by:

OrB2/C(θ) = hzRot(α,OîO)Rot(θ ,OĵO)(−
Ok̂O) (3)

and the position ofB2 is given by:Or̂B2(θ) = OrC+OrB2/C(θ).
A first condition to consider is that̂rB2/C, ĵC and∂σ/∂q22

must be coplanar. Therefore:

det

(

aug

(

OrB2/C

|OrB2/C|
,

σq22

|σq22|
,OîO

))

= 0

sinqq22 sinθ(cosα cosq21+sinα sinq21)−cosq22cosθ = 0(4)

whereσq22 := ∂σ/∂q22. Eq. (4) is in terms of unknownsθ ,
q21 and q22. The computation of these unknowns fully solves
the IKP of the parallel module, hence it is required to find more
conditions that involve these variables.
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Note in figure 7 thatS23 must intersect axisyC, let OS23 :=
(ŝ23;v23), with ŝ23 := σq22/|σq22| andv23 := Oσq22×

OrA2b. Sim-
ilarly, let the Pl̈ucker coordinates of theyC axis with respect to
frame O be(ŝyC;vyC), with ŝyC := OĵC andvyC := OrS. Then, if
both lines intersect the following holds:

ŝ23 ·vyC − ŝyC ·v23 = 0
((

−E2cosq21+E1sinq21+dA2−Sy
)

sinα +
(

E1cosq21

+E2sinq21+Sz
)

cosα
)

cosq22

−E3
(

Sx sinq22−E3
)(

cosα cosq21+sinα sinq21
)

= 0

(5)

A third equation to complete the system can be obtained
from condition in Eq. (2) by consideringrB2/A2b

||S23 then
rB2/A2b

||σq22. SinceOrB2 and OrA2b are known in terms of the
three unknowns, the condition can be used as follows:

OrB2/A2b
· (0,1,0)Oσq22 · (0,0,1)

−OrB2/A2b
· (0,0,1)Oσq22 · (0,1,0) = 0

⇔

((dB2−hy)cosα +hzsinα cosθ −dA2+Sy)cosq21+

(Sz−hzcosα cosθ +(dB2−hy)sinα)sinq21+E2 = 0

(6)

Eqs. (4-6) represent a system of 3 non-linear equations in
3 unknowns. However, note that Eq. (5) is only in terms of
unknownsq21 andq22, and Eq. (6) is only in termsθ andq21. It
is possible to solve these two equations so that two variables are
eliminated.

Eq. (5) has the formK1cosq22+K2sinq22+K3 = 0, which
be solved forq22 with two solutions:

q22(q21) := arctan

(

K2(K1(K1K3∓K4)−K3(k2
1+K2

2))

−K1K3±K4

)

(7)

where

K1 := (−E2cosq21+E1sinq21+dA2−Sy)sinα +(E1cosq21

+E2sinq21+Sz)cosα,

K2 := Sx(cosα cosq21+sinα sinq21),

K3 := E3(cosα cosq21+sinα sinq21),

K4 :=
√

K2
1K2

2 +K4
2 −K2

2K2
3 .

Eq. (6) can be easily solved forθ to obtain:

θ(q21) := π ±arccos
(

(dB2sinα sinq21−hysinα sinq21+

+dB2cosα cosq21−hycosα cosq21+Szsinq21+(Sy

−dA2)cosq21+E2)(hz(sinα cosq21

−cosα sinq21)
−1)
)

(8)

Replacing the expressions forq22 andθ from Eqs. (7) and
(8) in Eq. (4) the system is reduced to a single equation in a single
variable,q21. However, this equation is too complex to obtain a
closed form solution and a numerical method has to be applied.
There are two solutions in each expression in Eq. (7) and (8),
therefore, at least four solutions can be obtained for the system
of equations, however, it is not possible to determine how many
solutions can be obtained from Eq. (4) once each expression for
q22 andθ are replaced in it and it is solved numerically.

When the values ofq21, q22 andθ are defined frame E is
determined byOER = O

CRRot(θ ,CĵC) = Rot(α,OîO)Rot(θ ,OĵC)

andOrE = OrS+Rot(θ ,OĵC)(0,−hy,−hz). OrBi , i = 1,2,3, are
also easily obtained now that frame E is known.OrA2b is also
known by evaluating parametrization in Eq. (1).

The screw coordinates of all joint axes in the parallel module
are given by:

Leg i = 1,3:

OSi1 =
(OîO;0

)

,
OSi2 =

(OĵE;OĵE× (OrAia +El
Ok̂C)

)

,

OSi3 =

(

0;
OrBi −

OrAia −E4
Ok̂C

|OrBi −
OrAia −El

Ok̂C|

)

OSi4 =
(OĵE;OĵE× rBi

)

Leg 2:

OS21 =
(OîO;dA2a

OîO×OĵO
)

,
OS22 = Adj

(

exp(q21,
OS21)

)(

−OĵO;OĵO× (−E1
Ok̂O)

)

,

OS23 =

( Oσq22

|Oσq22|
;

Oσq22

|Oσq22|
×Oσ

)

,

OS24 =

(

0;
Oσq22

|Oσq22|

)

OS25 =
(OîE;OîE× rB2

)

Joint variables of the actuated joints are given by:qi3 =
|OrBi −

OrAia −El
Ok̂C| andq24 := |OrB2 −

Oσ |.
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3.2 Analysis of the serial module for the IKP.
After the analysis of the parallel module the orientation of

frame E,OER, is known. From the input information of the IKP
O
SR is also known.

It can be seen thatE
SR = (O

ER)tO
SR. The same transformation

must be achieved by actuating the motors of the serial module
from an initial configurationq0 in which frames E and S coin-
cide. Such a configuration is shown in figure 9.

FIGURE 9. Initial configuration of the serial module.

After actuation of the three motors of the serial module,
the orientation of frame S with respect to E is given byE

SR =

Rot(qS1,
Ek̂E)Rot(qS2,

EĵE)Rot(qS3,
Ek̂E). Matching this rotation

matrix with E
SR = (O

ER)tO
SR, the values ofqSi, i = 1,2,3, are ob-

tained as:

qS2 = atan2(±R2,3,±R1,3),

qS2 = atan2
(

±
√

1−R3,3,R3,3
)

,

qS3 = atan2(±R3,2,∓R3,1)

whereRi, j is the(i, j) entry of known matrixE
SR. Note that two

possible solutions are obtained for a desired orientation of the
tool.

The screw coordinates of the joint axes in the serial module

are given byOSSi = (ŝSi; ŝSi×
OrS), where:

ŝS1 =
Ok̂E, ŝS2 = Rot(qS1,

Ok̂E)
OîE, ŝS3 =

Ok̂S.

4 FORWARD KINEMATICS OF THE EXECHON
ROBOT WITH OFFSETS IN THE BASE R JOINTS
In the forward kinematics problem (FKP) of the Exechon

robot with offsets the input information are the values of joint
variablesq13, q24, q33, qS1, qS2 andqS3 and the outputs areOSR
andOrT .

In a similar way to the IKP, it is possible to analyze the par-
allel and the serial modules separately. However, since thefor-
ward kinematics of the 3-DOF spherical wrist of the serial mod-
ule is straightforward it is skipped in this paper, so the FKPis
reduced to find the position and orientation of the moving plat-
form, i.e. O

ER andOrE, respectively, whenq13, q24 andq33 are
given. Again, as done with the IKP, the procedure in [10, 12] is
first attempted to follow.

Refer to figure 7, a new variablek is introduced and it is de-

fined ask := |πîO

(

OrE
)

| =
√

e2
y +e2

z, whereOrE := (ex,ey,ez).

We considerk> 0 due to the limits of the actuators of the actual
robot. The following two conditions hold analyzing the projec-
tion on planeΠ shown in figure 7b:

(

ex+dB1cosθ −dA1
)2

+
(

k−dB1sinθ −E4
)2

−q2
13 = 0 (9)

(

ex+dB1cosθ −dA1
)2

+
(

k−dB1sinθ −E4
)2

−q2
13 = 0(10)

Eqs. (9) and (10) are in terms of unknownsk, ex andθ . Two
sets of closed-form solutions fork andex in terms ofθ can be
obtained, however the expressions are two long to be presented
in this paper.

Note thatOrE = (ex,−ksinα,kcosα), therefore, findingex,
k andα solves the FKP sinceα also definesOĵE and using Eqs.
(9) and (10),θ would be obtained which allows the computation
of OîE andOk̂E.

To obtain equations involvingex, k andα two expressions
for point B2 are written. The first one describes the vectors from
point O to E to B2:

OrB2 = OrE +dB2Rot(α,OîO)OĵO

= (ex(θ),−k(θ)sinα,k(θ)cosα)+dB2Rot(α,OîO)OĵO

(11)

and the second equation takes the vectors from pointO to A2a to
B2:

OrB2 =
OrA2a +

Oσ(q21,q22)+q24

Oσq22(q21,q22)

|Oσq22(q21,q22)|
(12)
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Plugging Eqs. (11) and (12), three scalar equations in terms
of 4 unknowns,θ , α, q21 andq22, are obtained. In order to get
rid of one of the variables, the condition of axisxE being always
perpendicular to joint axesS23 andS24 is considered:

σq22(q21,q22) · îE = 0

⇔
Oσq22(q21,q22) ·Rot(α,OîO)Rot(θ ,OĵO)

OîO = 0

⇔

−cosq21sinq22cosα sinθ −sinq21sinq22sinα sinθ+
cosq22cosθ = 0

(13)

Eq. (13) can be solved forq22 to obtain two solutions:

q22(θ ,α,q21) ∈

{

arctan

(

ctgθ
cos(α −q21)

)

,

arctan

(

ctgθ
cos(α −q21)

)

−π

}

Replacing this solution in Eqs. (11) and (12) a system of three
equations in unknowns three unknowns,θ , α and q21, is ob-
tained. The expressions are large and have to be solved numeri-
cally.

When θ , α and q21 are known the FKP is
solved as: O

ER = Rot(α,O
E îO)Rot(θ ,OĵO) and Or̂E =

Rot(α,OîO)(ex(θ),0,k(θ)). In addition, the center of
the spherical wrist,S, can be easily located by means of:
OrS=

OrE +Rot(α,OîO)Rot(θ ,OĵO)(0,hy,hz).
It is important to mention that the solutionsk(θ) andex(θ),

from Eqs. (9) and (10) do not exist should bothθ = 0 andE4 =
E5 happen. In such a situation, Eqs. (9) and (10) are reduced to
two equations ink(θ) andex(θ) with the following solutions:

ex = −
q2

13−q2
33

4(dA1 −dB1)
,

k =
1

4(dA1 −dB1)

(

±

(

(

8d2
A1
−16dA1dB1 +8d2

B1+2q2
13

)

q2
33

−q4
33−16

(

dA1 −dB1−
q13

2

)2(

dA1 −dB1+
q13

2

)2) 1
2

+

4E4(dA1 −dB1)

)

(14)

Eq. (13) now leads toq22 ∈ {π/2,3π/2}, replacing the
known values ofex, k and q22 in Eqs. (11) and (12) three

equations in unknownsq21 andα is obtained. The extra equa-
tions gives a necessary condition forθ = 0 to happen:q33 =
√

4E3(dA1 −dB1)+q2
13. It can be seen that in the ideal Exechon

robot, i.e. E3 = 0, the parallel module adopts a symmetric con-
figuration with respect to theyOzO plane.

5 CONSTRAINT SYSTEM
It is desired to know the system of constraints for a given po-

sition and orientation of the end-effector. After solving the IKP
for such a pose of the tool, it is possible to compute the wrench
system of constraints. In this section, only the computation of
the wrench system of the parallel module is addressed since the
process is straightforward for the serial module.

The constraint system of each leg of the parallel module of
the Exechon robot with offsets is different from that of the ideal
Exechon robot. However, for legs 1 and 3 the wrench system is
the same and still can be found by means of geometry as shown in
figure 10 for leg 1: Similarly to legsi = 1,3 of the ideal Exechon
robot, the wrench system of constraints consists of two wrenches,
the first one,Wci1 being a pure moment that is perpendicular to
axesSi1 andSi2 and, in consequence, also perpendicular toSi4.
Since it isWci1 is a pure moment, then Kl(Wci1,Si3) = 0 is also
ensured. The second wrench,Wci2, is a pure force intersecting
Si1 and parallel toSi2 andSi4. SinceWci2 ⊥ S13 their reciprocity
is ensured.

FIGURE 10. Constraint system of leg 1.
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Since the IKP is considered to be known, the two wrenches
for legsi = 1,3 can be computed by means of:

OWci1 =
(

0;Rot(α,OîO)Ok̂O
)

,
OWci2 =

(

Rot(α,OîO)OĵO; 0
)

.

Unfortunately, for leg 2, unlike in the ideal Exechon robot,
the sole wrench the spans the system of constraints of the leg
is neither 0- nor infinite-pitched, and therefore it cannot be lo-
cated by means of geometry, at least not easily.Wc21, the only
wrench in this system, can be found by computation of a basis of
Null((J2(q))t), whereJ2 := aug(OS21, . . . ,

OS25).
Although IKP is solved numerically, it is possible to obtain

a closed form solution forOWc21 if J2 is expressed in terms of
α, θ , q21 andq22. When these values are obtained in the IKP
it is easier to evaluate the closed form solution ofOWc21 than
computing Null((J2(q))t) for the given configurationq.

Let λ OW̃c21 be the only element of the basis of the com-
puted null space [25] (it is multiplied byλ since it is not neces-
sary a unit screw), then span(OW̃c21) = Null((Jt

2(q))
t), where, if

Wc21 := (ŝ;v), thenW̃c21 := (v;s). Clearly, Kl(OS2 j ,
OWc21) =

0, j = 1, . . . ,5, if and only if(OS2 j)
tW̃c21= 0.

Using symbolic algebra software Maple Null((J2(q))t) is
computed and a closed-form solution is found in terms of the pre-
viously mentioned intermediate variables. The solution islong
and is presented in Appendix A.

6 EFFECTS OF OFFSETS IN THE POSITION OF THE
MOVING PLATFORM
It is possible that not all five offsets are present in the robot,

therefore a total of 25 = 32 situations are possible, depending on
which offsets present error and which are ideal. For example,
the link between joints 11 and 12 can be ideal andE4 = 0, while
the other offsets are still present. It is possible to check which
of these 32 cases produces the biggest error in the position of the
parallel platform. The 32 cases will be tested in different points
of the reachable workspace of the robot, and in each case the
deviation of pointE will be compared to its ideal position that
would be obtained in the ideal Exechon robot using the same
values of the actuated joint variables.

The comparison is made using the dimensions of the Exe-
chon XMini, which are shown in table 1. The stroke of each
actuator is split in 11 positions, generating a total of 113 = 1331
configurations to be tested. Since in each configuration 32 dif-
ferent cases of combinations of offsets are to be analyzed, atotal
of 1331×32= 42592 iterations are required.

In each of the 1331 configurations the case of offsets com-
binations that produces the biggest deviation of pointE is saved.
When all configuration have been analyzed the number of times
that every case of offsets combinations is counted. According to

Parameter Value (mm)

hy 83

hz 408.1

dA1 250

dA2 400

dB1 133

dB2 166

q13, q24 andq33, actuator fully contracted 563

Stroke of actuators 300

TABLE 1 . Dimensions and joint limits of the Exechon Xmini

these results, the case that affected the position ofE the worst
is when all offsets are present exceptE5, the length of the com-
mon perpendicular between joint axesS31 andS33, which was
the worst case in 428 configurations.

Figure 11 shows the points reached by the ideal Exechon
robot in the 1331 configurations analyzed. In such plots, the
clearer the dots are, the larger the deviation of pointE in the
parallel platform will be when all offsets, except the one inleg
3 are introduced. It can be seen that the safest area is when
xO−coordinate ofE is negative, while itsyO−coordinate is pos-
itive. These results were obtained using an offset of 1 mm, for
which the largest deviation of the position ofE with respect to
the ideal case was 2.8428193 mm, while the mean was a devia-
tion of 2.216036073 mm.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper the Exechon robot was analyzed considering

imperfect joint axes in the joints connecting the legs to thefixed
platform. The forward and inverse kinematics of the robot were
solved and its constraint system was obtained. It can be conclude
that the insertion of these offsets becomes the analysis of the
robot a much more complex problem which had to be solved nu-
merically, although the systems of equations were reduced from
their original form. The constraint system is the same as in the
ideal case only for legs 1 and 3, however for leg 2 the single
wrench that spans the system of constraints of such leg cannot
be obtained by geometrical means. The use of the FKP showed
that the combination of all offsets except that of leg 1 leadsto the
largest deviation in the position of the parallel platform.

The results obtained in this paper allow a more precise pre-
diction of the position and orientation of the tool once the dimen-
sions of each offset are known. These results will also allowthe
determination of a stiffness model of this robot with imperfec-
tions for a more detailed analysis of the errors produced during
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FIGURE 11. a) Workspace of the ideal Exechon robot. The clearer
the dots, the larger the deviation of the moving platform if all offsets are
introduced except that of leg 3. b) Projection of this workspace on plane
xOyO and c) on planeyOzO.

machining operations.
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Appendix A: Wrench of constraints of leg 2.
The following wrench of constraints of leg 2 is computed:

λ OWc21= (K5,K6,K7;dA2,K8,K9)

where:

K5 := ((−Sx(cosα cosq21+sinα sinq21)sinθ +(−cosθ(bB2

−hy)sinα +cosαhz−cosθSz)cosq21−sinq21(((hy

−dB2)cosα +dA2 −Sy)cosθ −sinαhz))sinq22+

sinθ(−sinα cosq22(dA1 −dA2)cos2q21+(cosq22(dA1

−dA2)sinq21+cosq22E1+E3)cosα cosq21+

((cosq22E1+E3)sinq21+cosq22(dA1 −dA2))sinα))sinq22

K6 := (−cosα(cosq22−1)(cosq22+1)(dA1 −dA2)cos3q21+

(−sinα sinq21(dA1 −dA2)cos2q22−sinαE3cosq22+

((dA1 −dA2)sinq21−E1)sinα −E2cosα)cos2q21+

((sinαSz+(dA1 −2dA2 +Sy)cosα −hy+dB2)cos2q22+

cosα sinq21E3cosq22+(−sinq21E2−Sz)sinα +(E1sinq21+

dA2 −Sy)cosα −dB2 +hy)cosq21+(((dA1−dA2)sinq21+

E1)cosq22−sinq22Sx+E3)sinα cosq22)sinθ +

sin(q22)(sinαhz− ((hy−dB2)cosα +dA2−Sy)cosθ)cosq22

K7 := ((sinα(dA1 −dA2)cos3q21−cosα sinq21(dA1−dA2)cos2q21

−sinα(dA1 −dA2)cosq21+(szsinα +(−dA2 +sy)cosα
−hy+dB2)sinq21−cosαE1)cos2q22+(−cosα cos2q21E3

−sinα sinq21E3cosq21+sxcosα sinq22)cosq22−sinα(dA1

−dA2)cos3q21+(cosα sinq21(dA1 −dA2)−cosαE1+

sinαE2)cos2q21+((−E2cosα −sinαE1)sinq21+sinα(dA1

−dA2))cosq21+(−szsinα +(dA2 −sy)cosα +hy

−dB2)sinq21+cosαE1−sinαE2)sinθ −sinq22cosq22((hy

−dB2)cosθ sinα +cosαhz−szcosθ)

K8 := ((cosα(dB2 −hy)−dA2 +sy)cosθ +sinα(−sinθsx+

hz))(dA1 −dA2)(cosq22+1)(cosq22−1)cos3q21+(−(dA1

−dA2)sinq21(((hy−dB2)sinα −sz)cosθ +cosα(−sinθsx+

hz))cos2q22+(E3(sinα(dB2 −hy)+sz)cosθ +(((dA2

−sy)(dA1 −dA2)sinq22+E3sx)sinθ −hzE3)cosα
−sinθ sinq22(sinαsz−hy+dB2)(dA1 −dA2))cosq22+

(E2(dB2 −hy)cosα − (dA1 −dA2)(sinα(dB2−hy)+

sz)sinq21+E1(dB2 −hy)sinα −E2dA2 +szE1+E2sy)cosθ +

(((dA1 −dA2)sinq21−E1)cosα +sinαE2)(−sinθsx+

hz))cos3q21+(−((cosα(dB2 −hy)−dA2 +sy)cosθ +

sinα(−sinθsx+hz))(dA1 −dA2)cos2q22− ((cosα(dB2 −hy)

−dA2 +sy)cosθ +sinα(−sinθsx+hz))sinq21E3cosq22+

((dB2 −hy)(−E1sinq21+dA1 −dA2)cosα +(E2(dB2

−hy)sinα +E1dA2 −syE1+szE2)sinq21− (dA2 −sy)(dA1

−dA2))cosθ +(−sinq21E2cosα +sinα(−E1sinq21+dA1

−dA2))(−sinθsx+hz))cosq21+((dA1 −dA2)sinq21+

E1)(((hy−dB2)sin(α)−sz)cosθ +cos(α)(−sinθsx+
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hz))cos2q22+(−E3(sinα(dB2 −hy)+sz)cosθ +

(−sinθ sinq22E1(dA1 −sy)sinq21+((dA2
2+(−dA1

−sy)dA2 +dA1sy−E1
2)sinq22−E3sx)sinθ +hzE3)cosα +

sinθ sinq22(sinαsz−hy+dB2)(E1sinq21+dA1

−dA2))cosq22+E2((hy−dB2)cosα +dA2−sy)cosθ
−sinq22sinθ((dA2 −sy)sinq21+E1)E3cosα +

sinθ sinq22E3(sinαsz−hy+dB2)sinq21−sinαE2(hz

−sxsinθ)

and

K9 := (dA1 −dA2)(cos2q22−1)(((hy−dB2)sinα −sz)cosθ +

cosα(−sinθsx+hz))cos3q21+((−(dA1 −dA2)((hy

−dB2)cos(α)+dA2 −sy)sinq21cos2q22− ((hy

−dB2)cosα +dA2 −sy)E3cosq22+(dA1 −dA2)((hy

−dB2)cosα +dA2 −sy)sinq21−E2(dB2 −hy)sinα +

E1(dB2 −hy)cosα −E1dA2 +syE1−szE2)cosθ +

sinα sinq21(dA1 −dA2)(−sinθsx+hz)cos2q22+

sinα((dA2(dA1 −dA2)sinq22−E3sx)sinθ +hzE3)cosq22

−(sinα sinq21(dA1 −dA2)−E2cosα −sinαE1)(−sxsinθ +

hz))cos2q21+(((sinα(dB2 −hy)+sz)(dA1

−2dA2)cos2q22+(sinα(dB2 −hy)+sz)sinq21E3cosq22+

(E1(dB2 −hy)sinα +E2(dB2 −hy)cosα −E2dA2 +szE1+

E2sy)sinq21+dA2(sinα(dB2 −hy)+sz))cosθ −cosα(dA1

−2dA2)(−sinθsx+hz)cos2q22+((−sinθ sinq22sz(dA1

−dA2)sinα +((−sy(dA1 −dA2)sinq22+E3sx)sinθ
−hzE3)cosα −sinθ sinq22(dB2 −hy)(dA1 −dA2))sinq21

−sinθ sinq22E1(dB2 −hy+sinαsz+cosαsy))cosq22

−(E1cosα −E2sinα)(−sinθsx+hz)sinq21

−E3sinα sinθ sinq22sz+((−E3sinq22sy+dA2sx)sinθ
−hzdA2)cosα −sinθ sinq22E3(dB2 −hy))cosq21−

(dA2 sinq21+E1)(cosq22+1)((hy−dB2)cosα +dA2

−sy)(cosq22−1)cosθ +sinα((dA2 sinq21+

E1)(−sxsinθ +hz)cos2q22−sinθ sinq22(dA1E1sinq21+

dA2dA1 −dA2
2+E1

2)cosq22− (dA2 sinq21+E1)((sinq22E3

−sx)sinθ +hz))
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